
Risk Assessment

KRS Education based at Excel Martial - Soon to be Excel Education

Excel Martial Arts centre is based on the outskirts of the Holbrook industrial estate, with bus
stops close by and the Tram stop 5 minutes walk.

Hours of opening means students will arrive and leave in daylight.

All staff have enhanced DBS checks and have a level 2 in safeguarding with named staff as
DSL qualification to work with schools.

The site is an open site to add to its welcoming feel, with adequate parking space with clear
visuals in each direction. The gates are open at all times during the day to allow visitors and
people attending community classes.

Baby Bloom
Toddler Dance
1 x Martial Art Class

Students without health issues are able to be part of the martial arts class this often consists
of about 10 Excel Martial arts members. Risk is at an absolute minimum , as two DBs and
safeguarding trained staff are present at all times, this includes the professional coach
delivering the lesson.

Staff also have first aid training as expected when taking part in any sport.

Baby Bloom takes part above the classroom on a different level and is attended by parents
and their child. They access the door at the front of the building, and the stairs next to the
front door to the second level. Students very rarely see anyone attending other than through
the classroom window. They are at minimum risk with staff being around, depending on the
number of students , a minimum of 2 staff will be present.

The toddler Dance is delivered 2 floors above and the same applies regards Baby Bloom.

CCTV - The site is covered inside and out with CCTV cameras protecting both staff and
students. Access to the cameras are on a secure server and password protected to access.



Any footage needing review will be by two people.

We are an open site with an open door, this is our highest risk on students who potentially
run off, please refer to our misper policy. Students aren’t alone on the premises and staff are
skilled at deescalation.

Students also have safe break out areas they can retreat to , these safe zones are great and
once the student in crisis has calmed gives a chance for staff to work with them.

KRS Education has a wealth of experience in schools and working with students in care, this
gives us a great insight to potential issues in the moment or down the road.

With a flexible approach depending on a child’s needs individual risk assessments will be put
in place if needed.

Flexibility is our key to reducing risk and meeting the needs of students.Personalised training
for staff if it will enhance the future of an individual.


